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ALBUM TITLE: Aspirations Of Failure

FORMAT: CD
LABEL: Massacre Records
CAT. NUMBER: MAS CD1010
RUNNING TIME: 38:19 Minutes
MUSIC GENRE: Melodic Death Metal
HOME COUNTRY: Denmark
BARCODE: 4028466010100
RELEASE DATE: 23.02.2018

ALBUM LINE-UP :								
Thorbjørn Jensen - Vocals
Martin Arendal - Guitars
Kasper Gram - Bass
Rasmus Schmidt - Drums

TRACK LIST:
1. Opus #6
2. Let Me Tell You
3. Dark Hours
4. Hollow Paintings
5. The Great Escape
6. Opus #2
7. Art Of Silence
8. My True Being
9. The Painter And The Sleeper
10. Farewell
11. Opus #1
12. Building My Own Fate

FACTS:
- The second album of the Danish melodic death metal outfit KILLING GANDHI!
- Available for a „Discover Price“.
- Produced by Martin Arendal & Kasper Gram at Studio 907MkII.
- Mixed and mastered by Jacob Hansen (Aborted, HateSphere, Illdisposed, Pyramaze etc.) at Hansen Studios.
- Cover artwork by Al.Ex at Mayhem Project Design (Aborted Fetus, Starsoup, Spiraller etc.)
- Guest vocals by Maja Iven Ulstrup & Annemari Arendal on „The Painter And The Sleeper“ & „Building My Own Fate“,
guest vocals by Kasper Ljung on „Art Of Silence“ and spoken word performance by Greg Hartzell
on „The Painter And The Sleeper“.
- Full-page ad campaign in February/March/April with Schwarzer Engel, Jaded Heart, Headless Crown,
Circle Of Silence, Crystal Ball etc., e.g., in Metal Hammer (D), Orkus (D), Nuclear Blast Magazin (D), Legacy (D),
Rock It! (D), Hardline (D), Deaf Forever (D), Aardschok (NL), Rock Tribune (B), Metallian (F), Powerplay (GB).
- News campaigns on various social media platforms and in various web forums.
- Online promo incl. animated web banners, interviews and reviews, for example on: bleeding4metal.de, concreteweb.de,
emp.de, heavylaw.com, lordsofmetal.nl, metal.de, metalnews.de, metal-only.de, metalunderground.at, myrevelations.de,
powermetal.de, powerofmetal.dk, rockoverdose.gr, soulfood-music.de, stormbringer.at, time-for-metal.eu,
zephyrsodem.de, rockandmetalinmyblood.com and many more!
BAND BIOGRAPHY:
KILLING GANDHI is a Copenhagen-based melodic death metal band founded in 2013. The band members are all experienced
musicians having previously played in acts such as Myrkur, Manticora, Illdisposed and Wuthering Heights.
KILLING GANDHI mesmerized melodic death metal fans all over Europe with their debut album „Cinematic Parallels“ which
was released in 2015 through the Norwegian metal label Crime Records. The album earned rave reviews, and the band was voted
„Metal Act Of The Year“ at the 2015 „Bands Of Tomorrow“ music awards show in Copenhagen - an event focusing on upcoming
bands expected to make an impact on the Danish and international music scene.
In early 2016, KILLING GANDHI laid down some guide tracks for their second album, „Aspirations Of Failure“, with the final
recording, mixing and mastering of the album completed in early 2017.
ALBUM INFOS:
„Aspirations Of Failure“ is a concept album about two men facing their own will to either succeed or fail in their personal and
professional lives. The story is based on a mixture of personal life experiences of Martin Arendal (guitars) and fiction.
When writing music, the band has a „no boundaries“ dogma, creating what suits the moment and not leaning towards other
albums. This has made the songwriting on the new release even more powerful than on their debut album. The new album
contains elements from several different metal genres, such as Dimmu Borgir-inspired black metal passages, an aggressive Arch
Enemy touch, and catchy choruses in the style of Children Of Bodom and the early In Flames. Even some Amon Amarth Viking
vibes found their way onto the album.
The vocals on this album have a broad spectrum with the lead singer (Thorbjørn Jensen) really showing his skills, varying from
deep growls to solid mid-range and high aggressive screaming leaving the listener with the focus on the songs, not knowing what
to expect for the next line.
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Again, the band chose to use the leading Danish rock and metal producer Jacob Hansen behind the mixing desk, who has worked
with acts like Volbeat, Amaranthe, Epica, Primal Fear, Pretty Maids, Týr and many others. With Jacob Hansen at the helm,
KILLING GANDHI has added a new dimension to their music, achieving the perfect melo-death sound the band was aiming for.
With this new album, KILLING GANDHI is ready to take a step up, win new fans and make an even bigger statement on the
international metal scene.
DISCOGRAPHY:
2015 Cinematic Parallels
2018 Aspirations Of Failure
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